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width) characterizing the puire. We show that that in dispersion-managed fiber communication channels, there exists the possibility ofa nonlinear multiplexing scheme, with no linear analog, that effectively multiplies the bitrate thmughput several-fold. Alternatively, we may achieve the same bit-rate while relaxing the requirements on the pulse width, so that slower modulation speeds and narmwband in-line filters may be used without paying a penalty in the inforwhere R(Z,V is a complex-valued white mise process (amplitude Icl<<l) characterizing the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise added by the amplifiers along the transmission channel. The envelope ofthe pulse, with an implicit carrier frequency and wavenumber, may be characterized as a dynamical system, fundamentally dependent nonlinearly as funciions of th; propagation distance; in cenain cases, a subset of these parameters are exclusively mutually dependent and evolve in bounded closed orbits. We use a Gaussian ansatzl, Fig. I can implement a four-symbol multiplexing scheme, multiplying the single channel bit rate (Ilinter-pulse separation) by 400%. Altematively, we may achieve the Same bit-rate while relaxing the requirements on the pulse width, so that slower modulation speeds and narrowband in-line filters may be used. The effect of "predominantly amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise from the amplifiers" broadens the contoursl" and may cause near-lying orbits to overlap. As described in detail elsewhere", we select arbits that are sufficiently far apart in the phase plane so that they do not overlap to the required probability of ermr. The parameter of interest is an effective "noise radius", which represents how 'thick" the contom become, on the average, when q and p are pembed by the stochastic noise kicks at the optical amplifiers. An analytical estimate of this noise radius may be obtained using an adiabatic variational approachS. Fig. 2 has been obtained directly from simulation for equally spaced amplifiers of gain 10 dB and noise figure 3 dB. If receivers can be reliably designed to detect the quadratic c h i ofthe received pulse, then substantially more multiplexing levels can be allowed by selecting non-overlapping neighborhoods for the parameters at the output of the channel. These neighborhoods are isomorphic to circles in R2 or nballs in Rn. The ultimate limits of such multiplexing are directly related to sphere (or ellipsoid) packing problems in n-dimensions, where n is the number of statistically significant parameters. Further, for shorter distances, more levels may be defmed since the noise radii are smaller 
